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BENCHMARK
MOBILE NETWORK

DISCOUNTERS 2022
Which operator offers price-conscious smartphone 

users the best broadband experience? How good 

is the LTE performance among the mobile discoun-

ters? Our test partner umlaut investigated these 

questions. Here are the results of our crowdsour-

cing benchmark. ❯ Author: Joachim Bley

T he average monthly data volume con-

sumed per mobile connection is some-

where around 3.3 gigabytes. At least, that‘s 

the figure the market research com pany 

Statista has forecast for the end of 2021. 

Without the continuous expansion of their 

mobile communications infrastructure, the 

three network operators Telekom,  Vodafone 

and O2/Telefónica would not be able  to 

 satisfy this ever-increasing hunger for data.  

The services to which a smartphone user is 

entitled are defined in detail by the rate he 

or she has booked. The MNOs  (Mobile Net-

work Operators) provide premium offers 

to particularly  demanding customers. The 

other mobile network providers who do not 

have their own infrastructure often cannot 

offer exclusive extras such as the highest 

LTE download data rates and access to the 

still young 5G network. These “MVNOs“  

(Mobile Virtual Network Operators) co-

operate with the network operators and 

offer the acquired capacities via their own 

rates – usually according to the motto: 

good and cheap mobile Internet. With 

their simple  offers based on data volumes 

and convenient  inclusive services such as 

voice and SMS flat rates, the mobile dis-

counters are especially popular among 

price-conscious smartphone users – which 

prompted us to take another closer look 

at the mobile services provided by the 

 MVNOs, irrespective of the actual rate plans.  

 
Over 112 million measurement 
samples from 395,000 users
Over a period of six months, our test part-

ner umlaut collected key figures on broad-

band coverage, data rates and latency 

and evaluated over 112 million  MVNO- 

specific measurement samples. 

This time, this also includes the proportion of 

HD phone calls which offer better voice qua-

lity. More about the crowdsourcing method  

and the examined parameters can be found 

in the adjacent box, “Crowdsourcing test 

methodology“. In general, the focus of this 

approach is on the mobile experience du-

ring typical app use.

In addition, umlaut measured which data 

 rates are currently possible at all via the of-

ferings of the various MVNOs. The average 

values of the maximum possible trans-

mission speeds are illustrated in the chart 

below. Since the number of these active 

speed tests was not sufficient for statisti-

cally reliable statements for smaller mo-

bile providers, these results were not part 

of the evaluation. We also looked at the 

rate plans and the connetected costs, but  

did not rate them. ❮

CROWDSOURCING TEST METHODOLOGY
Using its proven, usage-based test methodology, our partner umlaut evaluated 
elementary key figures on broadband coverage, voice quality, data rates and  
latencies for this MVNO benchmark..

❯ The masses – or in a more tech-oriented 
language: the crowd – makes the difference. 
To put it still more clearly: The results of this 
mobile communications benchmark are 
based on a comprehensive data  foundation. 
In the survey period from December 6, 2021  
(calendar week 49) to May 22, 2022 (calendar 
week 20), more than 112 million measurement 
samples were collected from around 395,000 
mobile phone users in the gathering of MVNO-
specific key performance indicators (KPIs) alone. 
With the users‘ consent, the anonymized data 
collection is carried out in the background  
in the background during daily smartpho-
ne use. A measurement subroutine included 
in many apps takes samples and transmits 
 these passively determined results bundled in 
 packets of a few bytes at regular intervals to the 
umlaut servers. Wi -Fi connections are left out of 
the mobile phone benchmark. Samples that do 
not meet predefined minimum requirements 
are also filtered out by the test procedure.
A closer look at the analyzed key figures:  
Within the four evaluation catego-
ries, broadband coverage is weigh-
ted most heavily. This includes 
two network operator-specific KPIs: To assess 
the range and quality of 4G/5G coverage 
provided by the MNOs, our test partner umlaut  
divides the federal territory into square tiles 
(so-called evaluation areas, EAs of 2 x 2 km). 
The range of broadband coverage documents 

in how many area sectors users had 4G/5G 
access at all. The percentage relates to all 
valid EAs. In the case of the quality of broad-
band coverage, which is also area-related, the 
number of 4G/5G samples is set in relation 
to all samples determined for each network 
operator. In addition, umlaut also determi-
ned the time share of 4G/5G coverage for 
all MVNOs examined. This figure describes 
how often the users were able to access the 
broadband capacities of their mobile net-
work provider during the 24-week test period. 
A new feature of the evaluation is the 
proportion of calls in HD voice quality.  
This KPI allows conclusions about the extent to 
which an MVNO offers improved voice quality 
via LTE connections (Voice over LTE, VoLTE). An 
assessment was only made if the used smart-
phones supported VoLTE. 
The data  rates are sorted into three application-
typical speed classes. The minimum require-
ment for basic Internet is 2 Mbps, for HD vi-
deo it is 5 Mbps and for UHD video 20 Mbps. 
The percentages in the table indicate the pro-
portion of samples that met or exceeded these 
thresholds. 
When it comes to latencies, less is better: For 
OTT voice  services, round-trip times must 
not exceed 100 milliseconds (ms). For on-
line gaming via mobile communications, 
an even stricter maximum runtime limit of  
50 milliseconds applies.

ACTIVE SPEED TESTS: MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DOWNLOAD / UPLOAD DATA RATES
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The chart shows the maximum data rates achieved on average by the MVNOs examined. Our test partner also performed additional active speed measurements. 
We did not evaluate these test results in the benchmark because the sample numbers for some of the providers were too small to base reliable statements on them. 

■ Download
■ Upload

A lot of performance for a good price 
– that is what customers get from most 
of the mobile network discounters. Con- 
gratulations to AldiTalk for the overall 
win. Hakan Ekmen, CEO telecommunications umlaut
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The Telefónica brand has been focusing on 

prepaid and postpaid offers aimed at ex-

changing with friends and family in Turkey 

since 2005. 

Those who book the prepaid basic rate have 

various upgrade options. The usual Internet 

quotas are joined by inclusive minutes or 

fixed-network flat rates, which also apply to 

phone calls to Turkey. For vacations in  Antalya, 

Bodrum, Istanbul, etc., there are – until the 

fall of 2022 – additionally increased data pa-

ckages available that also apply to smart-

phone use on the trip and within Turkey. The 

website and the team on the service hotline 

can help you fluently in two languages. From 

the crowdsourcing analysis of our test part-

ner umlaut, it can be seen that users received 

the required download data rates in all three 

speed classes at a comparatively low rate.  

However, with a ranking in the rear midfield, 

Ay Yildiz performs better than other providers 

specializing in cross-border telephony. This is 

also due to the fact that the Telefónica brand 

was able to show the highest VoLTE share for 

voice connections right behind test winner 

Aldi Talk. 

AY YILDIZ TARIFFS FOR THE GERMAN-TURKISH COMMUNITIY

Telefónica‘s own brand focuses on the 

 essentials: Prepaid and postpaid offers 

 without frills.

If you opt for Blau, you will get clearly graduated 

and easy-to-follow prepaid rates, similar to the 

offers of the discount grocery stores. 

Data quotas and services of the all-net pa-

ckages are always competitive. The same 

 applies to the maximum data rates, which are 

limited to the common 25 Mbps in the down-

link. The nominal upload speeds reach up  

to 11.2 Mbps and are slightly above 

the  limit of other mobile discounters.  

Comparable values for the speed limits 

also apply to the postpaid offers, which are   

optionally available with one- or 24-month 

terms. In the analysis of our test partner um-

laut, this service provider does quite well. 

With a higher VoLTE share for calls, it would 

even have been possible to enter the top 

group. The scores achieved for broadband co-

verage, download data rates, and latencies were 

at least on  par with the results of test winner 

Aldi Talk, which also uses the Telefónica net-

work. With a very good overall performance, 

Blau achieved a respectable rank in the highly 

competitive midfield.

BLAU BRINGING COLOUR TO MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS SINCE 17 YEARS

With over 11 million mobile customers, the 

United Internet subsidiary is one of the big-

gest and best-known providers in Germany. 

In parallel with its day-to-day business, 1&1 is 

currently building a fourth 5G mobile network. 

Even after the launch of the company‘s own 

5G infrastructure, which is planned for mid-

2023, the current network partner Telefónica 

will continue to supply 1&1 mobile customers 

with 4G in the area. The current offering fo-

cuses on postpaid contracts with a monthly 

cancellation option or two-year terms. The 

premium rates offer whopping LTE speeds of 

up to 225 Mbps for the agreed data volume. 

5G usage in the Telefónica network is also 

included starting with the Allnet-Flat L rate.  

The user experience of existing customers 

with legacy rates that are no longer availa-

ble is also included in the analysis of mobile 

services. Some of these are still supplied via 

the  Vodafone network. The Telefónica results 

are relevant for new customers. In terms of 

download data rates, the United Internet 

subsidiary scores strongly in both networks. 

Since  Vodafone users received slightly more 

frequent gaming-friendly latencies of less than 

50 milliseconds, the bottom line here was four 

points more. In both networks, 1&1 achieved 

a solid ranking in the crowded midfield with a 

very good overall performance.

1&1 ON ITS WAY TO BEING A 5G NETWORK OPERATOR

Aldi North and Aldi South are joining forces. 

Both are focusing on prepaid offers that can 

be canceled on a daily basis without much 

fanfare, and are winning over millions of 

 customers in the process.

3 GB for around 8 euros, 6 GB for 13 euros and 

12 GB for 18 euros – the rate announcement for 

the combi packages is clear. The amounts are 

due every 28 days. A telephony/SMS flat rate is 

included. The downlink speed limit is typically 

25 Mbps. After that, there is heavy throttling, as 

usual. If you opt for one of the popular  annual 

packages, you can surf even more  cheaply 

and remain flexible, as you can use the data 

volume as you like over the course of the year.  

1st place: The crowdsourcing evaluation of our 

test partner umlaut attests this diccounter the 

best performance with Telefónica as network 

partner. The user experience in the disciplines of 

broadband coverage, download data rates and  

latencies was consistently competitive. Ulti-

mately, Aldi Talk was able to leave all the other 

providers behind with the clearly highest pro-

portion of calls in HD voice quality.

ALDI TALK THE WINNER OF OUR MVNO BENCHMARK 2022

Telefónica‘s own brand is present with its pre-

paid offers both online and in retail stores. 

Internet data packages in the current stan-

dard sizes (3 GB, 6 GB and 12 GB) are availa-

ble for flat rates that are deducted from the 

prepaid credit every 28 days. Other typicallly 

added services include a domestic flat rate for 

phone calls and text messages, as well as EU 

roaming for using the rate services while on 

vacation. The standard values for maximum 

Internet speeds are 25 Mbps in the download 

direction and 10 Mbps in the upload direc-

tion. If the data consumption gets too high, 

heavily throttled 64 kbit/s remain – this is 

also a common value and common practice.  

In the umlaut analysis, the data rate figures 

were particularly convincing. The success rates 

were clearly above average in all three speed 

classes. In this category, Fonic thus achieved 

the highest score in the entire field. Howe-

ver, compared with other MVNOs, broadband 

 coverage fell off somewhat. The percentage 

of time users received 4G/5G connections was 

the lowest at 96.2 percent. Thus, a few points 

were missing for a place in the upper midfield.

The focus of the broad-based Freenet brand‘s 

portfolio is on fixed-term contracts, which in 

some cases even provide 5G access. 

The all-net flat rates are also available as month-

ly contracts. Those who commit themselves 

for two years can combine their rate with a 

new smartphone in the traditional way. The 

maximum possible connection speeds vary 

with the underlying network and rate plan.  

A small surcharge pushes the LTE speed limit 

to 50 or even 100 Mbps. Klarmobil is also at the 

forefront among MVNOs when it comes to 5G 

rates. The Allnet Flat 5G with an opulent 40 GB 

data volume and a download speed limit of  

150 Mbps is (still) somewhat hidden on the 

website.

In the crowdsourcing analysis of our test   

partner umlaut, the Freenet brand collected a 

lot of points in both carrier networks. The better 

fulfillment rates in broadband coverage speak 

in favor of the Telekom variant. The Vodafone 

offers can claim the higher proportion of HD 

phone calls. The data rate and latency figures 

are all on a high level with slight advantages 

for Telekom. The excellent overall performance 

earned Klarmobil 4th (Telekom) and 5th place 

(Vodafone). The Freenet discount brand thus 

achieved the best result of all MVNOs surveyed 

that cooperate with Vodafone. 

With innovative tariff ideas and access to 

Telekom‘s high-performance mobile network, 

Congstar reaches over five million customers. 

Adaptable rate models such as Prepaid-wie-ich-

will (prepaid-as-I-want) for infrequent users or, 

in the postpaid segment, the Fair Flat for normal 

and frequent use help customers  optimize their 

costs in the event that mobile communications 

behavior fluctuates more heavily over the year. 

The “young“ Telekom second brand in some ca-

ses does not offer a flat SMS rate in the prepaid 

segment. The download speed limit remains  

the typical 25 Mbps. In the postpaid offers, 

the maximum data rate can be doubled to 50 

Mbps for a few euros. The fact that broadband 

coverage in the Deutsche Telekom network 

is excellent, is also proven by umlaut‘s crowd-

sourcing analysis. While overall winner Aldi 

Talk trumps with the highest VoLTE rate for 

voice calls, Congstar constantly leads in the  

comparison of success rates in the categories  

data rates and latencies. In the UHD video 

class, a whopping 42.8 percent of users get 20 

Mbps or more. The 86 percent in the HD video 

class is also excellent. If it is just about Internet 

coverage, Congstar offers the best result in 

our MVNO benchmark, on par with Klarmobil 

(Telekom). In the final tally, the Cologne-based 

company earns second place together with the 

Telekom-based offer of Mobilcom-Debitel.

CONGSTAR PREMIUM DISCOUNTER WITH TOP INTERNET QUALITY

The 1&1 subsidiary is behind numerous mobi-

le brands. These include Discotel, Smartmobil, 

Winsim and Yourphone, among others.. 

The variety of brands alone results in a wide 

range of prepaid and postpaid rates with and 

without long terms. Regardless of  individual 

user profiles, price-conscious customers in 

particular should get their money‘s worth.  

Often, relatively opulent data volumes are 

available. If the quota is used up premature-

ly, some plans have an automatic feature that 

postpones throttling by charging for additio-

nal Internet packages – but can be switched 

off if not desired. Surfing speeds of up to 50 

Mbps for downloads and 32 Mbps for up-

loads are possible in some cases. That is more 

DRILLISCH WIDE CHOICE OF BRANDS AND RATES IN TELEFÓNICA NETWORK

FONIC PREPAID PROVIDER WITH THE BEST DOWNLOAD PERFORMANCE

KLARMOBIL STRONG IN TWO MOBILE NETWORKS
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than most discounters allow their customers.  

According to the crowdsourcing analysis of 

umlaut, the mobile services were stable and 

balanced throughout. There were no downward 

outliers, nor were there any top performances 

in individual disciplines. So the Drillisch brands, 

which were rated very good overall, came in at 

the end of the narrow midfield. 
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LYCAMOBILE INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONY PROVIDER WITH WEAK SPOTS

The mobile communications offerings of the 

globally oriented MVNO Lebara are aimed at 

people living in Germany who also want to 

make calls across national borders.

Inclusive minutes for calls to 50 countries 

 worldwide are a central component of  Lebara‘s 

prepaid and postpaid offers. There are also  

important modules for domestic use: For ex-

ample, the Hello! prepaid rates include com-

paratively finely graduated LTE data quotas 

from 4 to 20 GB as well as a voice/SMS flat 

rate. Even more surprising: The  British pro-

vider wants to change the used  network  

operator by July 2022. All existing  customers 

will therefore have to get new SIM cards.  

The new partner will be O2/Telefónica. Since  

the measurement samples collected via crowd- 

sourcing go back more than half a year, our 

benchmark only allows a look back at the net-

work capacities which were still provided by 

Telekom. According to the analyses, hardly any  

VoLTE calls were possible at Lebara so far. Des-

pite otherwise excellent performance in broad- 

band coverage and latencies, it therefore only 

reached the second-to-last place. We will look 

at the user experience Lebara offers in the Tele-

fònica network in our next MVNO benchmark.

LEBARA THE INTERNATIONAL PROVIDER SWITCHES TO TELEFÓNICA

The discount grocer operates around 11,500 

stores and has also made a name for itself as  

a mobile service provider. No wonder: Lidl  

has had a strong partner in Vodafone at its 

side since 2015. 

What‘s the secret of success of the discount 

mobile phone brands around Aldi, Lidl and 

the like? Order a starter package with SIM 

card for 10 euros, take along a 10 euro bonus, 

At the end of last year, the insolvency of 

the German subsidiary of the British service 

provider with around 15 million customers 

worldwide made headlines in the business 

press. Still, the services can still be used and 

booked without restriction. 

Similar to Lebara, Lycamobile also offers pre-

paid rates with minute packages for calls 

to around 50 countries. In addition, there is  

refill credit via the app, for example, and get 

 started. The prepaid packages do without frills, 

but offer a lot for the money: With the excep-

tion of limited special offers, both discounter 

 rivals offer 6 GB with up to 25 Mbps for around 

13 euros, for example, which is due every 28 

days. Unlimited calls throughout Germany 

and an SMS flat rate including EU roaming 

for vacation trips are also „all inclusive“ here. 

usually a  Germany-wide telephony flat rate 

and data quotas for Internet connections 

via LTE. The nominal maximum data rates 

of 50 Mbps for download and 25 Mbps for 

upload are well above the majority of dis-

counter offers. Once the high-speed vo-

lume is used up, transmission is stopped 

instead of drastically throttled as usual. 

The crowdsourcing analysis shows that the Bri-

Lidl Connect delivers the better user experi-

ence on the Internet primarily because of the 

higher degree of fulfillment in terms of latency 

samples suitable for gaming. In the crowdsour-

cing-based comparison of voice quality, Aldi set 

standards with a VoLTE share of 95.8 percent – 

Lidl only achieved 69.7% and thus ended up in 

the highly competitive midfield despite its also 

very good overall performance.

tish company hardly offers any VoLTE telepho-

ny. As in the previous year, low fulfillment rates 

in demanding data rate and latency  classes led 

to further deductions of evaluation points. The 

drop in performance could be due to the fact 

that Lycamobile uses self-operated network 

and routing components, which would also fit 

it sending out its own network code (MNC). 

LIDL CONNECT DOING WELL AND CHEAP WITH VODAFONE

The Telefónica-owned brand is making a 
special offer to its price-conscious mobile 
communications clientele. Those who agree 
to receive up to 30 promotional messages 
per month via SMS or e-mail will be rewar-
ded with additional benefits. 
The ad-reltaed “giveaway“ in the basic rate  

(Sponsored Surf Basic 2.0 ): 200 MB of EU-

wide  usable LTE data quota. However, this 

data volume is probably not sufficient for 

most smartphone users today. The add-on 

smart tariff options and the included flat rate 

for telephony/SMS raise the inclusive servi-

ces to the currently common levels. The data 

tiers (3 GB, 6 GB and 12 GB), the speed limits 

(download: 25 Mbps, upload: 10 Mbps) and 

the costs are within the usual range. The 

ad-supported 200 MB then come on top. 

In the benchmark analyses, our test partner  

umlaut attests a strong result to this Telefónica  

offer. Above all, the high success rates for laten-

cies and voice contributed to a very good user 

experience. The proportion of HD calls was 

an excellent 81.6 percent. The bottom line is  

that Netzclub made it into the top five among 

the 17 mobile providers which could be eva-

luated. 

Calls to countries outside the European  Union 

can incur hefty per-minute charges. Provi-

ders such as Ortel Mobile are taking steps to 

reduce the cost of international voice calls. 

Ortel Mobile has been part of the Telefónica 

group since 2015 and has now been active 

in the mobile communications market for  

16 years. Its “Smart World“ rates, for example, 

include minute packages for international calls 

to a total of up to 70 countries worldwide as 

well as data quotas for Internet use of up to  

25 Mbps. Upscale prepaid offers also include 

domestic and EU-wide telephony flat rates. 

As is common today, the mobile operator‘s 

smartphone app facilitates adjustments or  

changes to the selected rate. It is also 

possible to top up the credit account 

via the payment service provider Payp-

al or via Whatsapp, among other options. 

In the MVNO benchmark of our test partner 

umlaut, it was noticeable that the users were 

comparatively rarely able to reach the required 

minimum values in the three download data 

rate levels with their Internet connections. 

And the success rates in both latency classes 

were also too low for a better overall result.  

Performance in the voice categories as well as 

in the broadband coverage categories, how-

ever, was absolutely competitive.

In the mobile communications market, too, 

the self-proclaimed „brand discounter“ is 

 positioning itself as an alternative to Aldi  

and Lidl.  

The data quotas and the charges that are 

deducted from the prepaid credit are also 

 comparable. This also applies to the ma-

ximum available LTE download speed of  

25 Mbps. All-net flat rates for Germany-wide 

calls and text messaging round out the in-

clusive services, as does EU-wide use of the 

services, for example, during vacation trips. 

The annual package is likely to be of interest 

to infrequent users. The 365-day quota of  

12 GB, which can be used flexibly over time, 

can be „surfed“ in the Telefónica LTE network 

at will. Example: Those who need mobile  

Internet primarily when traveling can use a  

larger portion of their data volume during  

their summer vacation and save it later when 

they are back home. In the crowdsourcing ana-

lysis performed by umlaut, Nettokom earned 

the overall grade very good. The fact that it 

did not surpass a midfield place in the detailed 

ranking was primarily due to the compara-

tively low proportion of users who received the 

 latencies of 50 milliseconds or less required for 

mobile gaming during the six-month test pe-

riod. The performance in terms of broadband 

coverage and data rates is okay. 

NETTOKOM PREPAID ANNUAL PACKAGE ON OFFER

From July, the Mobilcom-Debitel brand 

name, which goes back to two renowned 

mobile communications companies from the 

early days, will be history. The Freenet brand 

will continue to offer a comprehensive range 

of rates.

Apart from the new logo on the bill, there are 

no changes to be expected when it comes to 

the rate conditions for the more than seven 

million existing mobile customers. The im-

pressive selection of postpaid offers includes 

the original premium rates of all three mobile 

network operators (MNOs), in addition to con-

tract  models with a one-month cancellation 

notice or a regular two-year term. The advan-

tage here is that more demanding customers 

in particular have a better chance of finding a 

rate tailored to their needs. A concise selection 

tool on the website helps with the according 

search. It  allows users to find the right package 

with just a few clicks. In addition to the choice of 

the preferred network, the desired, often lavish 

monthly data volume for fast Internet, monthly 

costs and the term limit the offers that come 

closer into question. Extras which differentiate 

the offers from those of other mobile network 

discounters are also available here – however 

they depend on the tariff. These include higher 

maximum download speeds. In some in-house 

rates, the nominal LTE speed  limit reaches up 

to 150 Mbps or more instead of the  widely 

known 25 Mbps. With the original network 

operator rates, the maximum speed can be 

increased even further. Provided that a suita-

ble smartphone is used, the service provider‘s  

first own offers in the Vodafone network also 

provide access to the even more powerful 5G 

infrastructure.

The results of the benchmark analysis 

vary depending on the networks used.  

In the provider-internal comparison, the pro-

portion of calls in HD voice quality was high-

est among Telefónica users. Vodafone collects 

the most points in the download data rate 

cate gory. And Telekom? In the user-oriented 

evaluation of our test partner, this mobile net-

work operator impressed with short latencies 

and the best overall broadband coverage of 

all the mobile brands examined. Together with 

Congstar, the Telekom division of Mobilcom-

Debitel thus achieves an excellent second 

place in the overall ranking. The Vodafone and 

Telefónica offerings each follow at only a few 

points  behind. The O2 network fell slightly 

behind,  especially in terms of latencies in the 

demanding gaming class. Significant weak-

nesses could not be identified in general. Re-

gardless of the MNO, Mobilcom-Debitel‘s mo-

bile  services consistently achieved the grade  

very good. 

MOBILCOM-DEBITEL FULL RANGE OF RATES AVAILABLE IN FUTURE UNDER FREENET BRAND

ORTEL MOBILE ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT AT THE INTERNET USER EXPERIENCE
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TELEKOM 
The green sectors show that users 
in many regions have received 
high shares of 4G/5G connections. 
Red dots indicate LTE bottlenecks. 
The latter occur least frequently 
in this network. Overall, Telekom 
offers its MVNO partners the best 
coverage quality according to this 
criterion.

VODAFONE 
The comparison of the network 
maps illustrates the regional 
differences in broadband coverage 
between the three MNOs.  
Overall, Vodafone also showed 
convincing coverage in the crowd 
test with a lot of green, only little 
red, and an overall 4G/5G penetra-
tion that is also very high. 

TELEFÓNICA 
Users still receive only low 4G/5G 
capacities somewhat more fre-
quently in some areas. Otherwise,  
the high proportion of green 
 confirms that Telefónica today 
also provides its O2 customers 
and MVNO partners with a very 
well developed, absolutely com-
petitive LTE infrastructure.

Network operator-specific aspects such as a high proportion of 4G/5G connections also 
play an important role in the assessment of mobile communications performance.

BROADBAND COVERAGE OF THE NETWORK OPERATORSOTELO STRONG INTERNET SERVICES AND BENEFITS FOR YOUNGER PEOPLE

TCHIBO MOBIL ACTIVE IN MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS SINCE 2004

It almost doesn‘t get any 
better than this: All of the 
mobile carriers surveyed 
– with one exception – 
earn the overall grade of 
very good. Obviously, the 
increase in LTE capacity as  
a result of the 3G switch-
off is also catching on with  
the MVNOs. In the end, 
however, there can only 
be one winner:  The vic- 
tory is achieved by Aldi 
Talk with Telefónica as 
its network partner. 
Congstar and the Telekom 
offerings from Mobilcom-
Debitel (in future Freenet) 
share the second place. 
Klarmobil (in the Telekom 
and Vodafone networks), 
Netzclub and Otelo can 
also move up a little in 
the narrow midfield. 

Conclusion

Joachim 
Bley,  
Author

No responsibility is taken for the correctness of this information. Data collection period: Calendar week 49/2021 to Calendar week 20/2022; * Includes data from several Drillisch 
brands, including Premiumsim, Simply, Smartmobil, Winsim and Yourfone; ** From July, Mobilcom-Debitel‘s mobile communications offerings will be available under the Freenet brand.

The website of the ambitious Vodafone own 

brand focuses on term contracts with increa-

sed data quotas. 

If you commit yourself for 24 months, you can 

surf the Internet at up to 50 Mbps and, at least 

nominally, have significantly more speed re-

serves than with most other discounter offers.  

The LTE 100 option even doubles the maxi-

mum download rate for five euros a month. 

New customers under the age of 28 receive 

this speed upgrade and even slightly higher  

data quotas at no extra charge. 

The company made its name with coffee,  

and is now a trading company with 12,000 

employees. It also has a long tradition as a  

mobile communications provider: The  Ham- 

burg-based company has been cooperating 

with O2/Telefónica for 18 years.

Tchibo also brings light into the tariff jungle. 

Its prepaid offers are aimed more at infre-

quent or normal users. A convenient voice and 

SMS flat rate is included in all Smart variants. 

Otelo‘s prepaid rates have to do without 

these „Young“ benefits. Since they are also  

subject to more restrictive speed limits  

(download: 21.6 Mbps, upload: 3.6 Mbps), the 

prepaid offers are likely to have a tough time 

alongside their in-house alternatives.

Vodafone‘s Callya Allnet rates  allow 

maximum speeds of up to 500 Mbps 

and optionally include 5G usage.  

Our test partner unlaut examined which 

mobile services Otelo‘s clientele was 

able to use during the six-month analysis 

Thus, as with Aldi, Lidl and Co., the amount of 

LTE volume and the amount debited for the 

prepaid rates remain as selection criteria. The 

billing period is 28 days. And the speed limits 

(download: 25 Mbps; upload: 10 Mbps) are 

no different from the usual values in this seg-

ment. The Hamburg-based company‘s value 

packages are in line with the trend. Those who 

pay in  advance for twelve monthly data quotas 

(for example, 12 x 6 GB) can make big savings. 

 period. Apart from the comparatively too 

low share of phone calls in HD quality, the  

broadband coverage was respectable. The 

high fulfillment rates for UHD video-ready 

download data rates with at least 20 Mbps 

and gaming-compatible latencies (which had 

to be below 50 milliseconds) were absolutely 

convincing. 

In the final analysis, Otelo was able to keep up 

with the top group with a very good overall 

result.

When analyzing the mobile services provided, 

our test partner umlaut determined the third-

highest user share in the UHD video class here, 

which received 20 Mbps or more. The perfor-

mance in the voice and latency categories was 

above average, and the broadband coverage 

was okay. Overall, Tchibo achieved a solid mid-

field ranking with a rating of very good and a 

small gap towards the top group.

MOBILE NETWORK DISCOUNTERS 2022
Provider 1&1 1&1 Aldi Talk Ay Yildiz Blau Congstar Drillisch * Fonic Klarmobil Klarmobil Lebara Lidl  

Connect
Lyca
mobile

Mobilcom
Debitel **

Mobilcom
Debitel **

Mobilcom
Debitel **

Nettokom Netzclub Ortel 
Mobile

Otelo Tchibo 

Used mobile network Telefónica Vodafone Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telekom Telefónica Telefónica Telekom Vodafone Telekom Vodafone Vodafone Telefónica Telekom Vodafone Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Vodafone Telefónica

Overall evaluation (max. 1000 P.) 

 test verdict
904  
very good

908  
very good

927  
very good

900  
very good

904  
very good

916  
very good

901  
very good

903  
very good

914  
very good

910  
very good

881  
very good

906  
very good

735  
satisfactory

900  
very good

916  
very good

907  
very good

899  
very good

910  
very good

885  
very good

909  
very good

907  
very good

Measurement values
Range of Broadband Coverage (4G/5G) % 94,4 93,5 94,4 94,4 94,4 93,9 94,4 94,4 93,9 93,5 93,9 93,5 93,5 94,4 93,9 93,5 94,4 94,4 94,4 93,5 94,4

Quality of Broadband Coverage (4G/5G) % 97,7 97,8 97,7 97,7 97,7 98,4 97,7 97,7 98,4 97,8 98,4 97,8 97,8 97,7 98,4 97,8 97,7 97,7 97,7 97,8 97,7

Time share of Broadband Coverage (4G/5G) % 97,4 97,3 97,4 97,4 97,6 98,5 97,6 96,2 98,3 97,7 98,4 97,3 96,4 97,8 98,8 97,7 97,1 96,9 97,8 97,9 97,2

Voice calls in HD quality 73,0 68,9 95,8 84,0 72,2 69,4 74,5 76,0 67,3 69,7 5,3 69,7 3,3 73,0 70,6 68,8 78,2 81,6 78,8 66,8 74,0

Download Data rates Basic Internet class  % 
(minimum 2 Mbps) 

95,4 95,4 95,0 90,4 95,4 95,8 94,5 96,5 95,9 95,4 90,9 95,2 82,2 93,9 94,3 94,9 94,6 93,6 90,6 95,5 95,4

Download Data rates HD-Video class % 
(minimum 5 Mbps)

85,6 85,5 83,2 78,4 84,4 86,0 83,0 84,9 86,2 85,7 79,5 84,2 69,8 82,6 84,8 85,4 79,9 83,1 75,7 85,7 85,0

Download Data rates UHD-Video class % 
(minimum 20 Mbps)

36,7 43,4 34,9 28,2 39,2 42,8 35,9 39,4 43,5 41,2 23,7 41,5 28,9 33,6 39,0 38,7 33,2 37,9 23,8 39,2 43,3

Latencies (Roundtrip) OTT Voice services class 
(maximum 100 ms) %

95,9 97,1 95,6 95,7 95,8 96,9 95,5 95,3 97,1 97,0 97,2 96,8 91,7 95,8 97,5 97,3 95,0 96,3 94,5 97,1 96,1

Latencies (Roundtrip) Gaming class 
(maximum 50 ms) %

80,2 86,8 81,9 84,9 81,0 87,3 80,5 79,6 87,5 86,1 90,4 85,6 21,7 81,4 88,4 87,3 80,3 84,8 78,3 87,3 82,1

Points
Broadband Coverage (max. 450 P.) 430 428 430 430 431 436 430 425 435 430 436 429 425 431 437 430 429 428 432 431 429

Voice (max. 50 P.) 23 19 46 34 22 19 24 26 17 20 0 20 0 23 21 19 28 32 29 17 24

Download Data rates (max. 300 P.) 277 277 275 257 276 278 273 280 278 277 259 275 219 270 272 274 271 270 256 277 277

Latencies (max. 200 P.) 174 184 176 179 175 183 174 172 184 183 186 182 91 176 186 184 171 180 168 184 177
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BEST IN TEST

in the Vodafone network
909 Points 
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VERY GOOD

in the Telefónica network
907 Points 
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VERY GOOD


